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were not all bad debts. Tukaram would have
nothing to do with the bonds and when Kanhoba
divided the bonds, Tukaram flung his share into the
IndrayanL Having done this, he fled back to the
Rambhunath hills. There the faithful Avalai sought
and found him. She no doubt scolded him well, but
day after day she brought him his food. One morn-
ing a thorn entered her foot; yet faint with pain she
took her husband his meal as usual. This so touched
Tukaram that he went back with her to Dehu. He
could not, however, return to his grocery. While
he lived among the hills, he had seen in a dream the
god Krishna and the poet Namdev coming towards
him. Ture saint, awake/ said the god, 'for I have
brought you in Namdev a friend and admirer.
When he was on earth, he made a vow to write a
hundred million lines. He had only written
94,400,000 lines when he was called away to
Vishnu's heaven. It is for you to write the remain-
ing 5,600,000. I shall help you and bless you and
you shall succeed.' When sleep left Tukaram, he
felt a poet's inspiration and he began the long series
of his poems, that only ended with his life. His
metre was the simple abhang metre, but the effect
of his poems has been finely described by the great
poet Moropant.
'His (Tukaram's) abhangs pierce the heart of the wicked
like the arrows of Rama. Just as the arrows of desire
cannot pierce the heart of Shiva, so the words of others
could not lead Tukaram astray. Tukaram knew the A11-
pervading Spirit as only King Janak knew it. So strict
was his life that he made even Sanak, that Indra among
sages, bow his head.'
Tukaram will chiefly be remembered by foreigners,

